Clues with an asterisk (*) indicate SAT vocabulary words.

**Across**
1. Worn out*
2. Help a criminal
3. Wife of a knight
4. Words following lists
5. Distribute*
6. Love ____ Leave Me
7. Fashion designer ____ Taylor
8. Equip with guns again
9. Sub sandwich
10. Dry*
11. What nits become
12. Plant fiber
13. Lessen*
14. Opposite of WSW on a weather vane
15. Danger*
16. Chart again
17. Cat _____ Hot Tin Roof
18. Susan on All My Children
19. Outstanding*
20. Spinning business card holder
21. Male offspring
22. Baby’s nurse in India
23. Jackson 5 hit
24. To disturb or excite*
25. Relating to algae
26. Care for
27. What to take before eating a Mexican dinner
28. Object unnecessarily*
29. Type of flower: Forget-Me-____
30. Opposite of loses
31. Sacred song*
32. Famous fable writer
33. Extreme anger*
34. Actress Moore of GI Jane
35. Pre-Euro Italian coins
36. Tropical plant
37. In disagreement (2 words)
38. The ____ of Innocence
39. Take away*
40. Proclamation*
41. Many a top floor
42. USA Space Dept. (abbreviation)
43. Jung’s soul
44. Dessert company: ____ Lee
45. In a casino: _____ machine
46. Actress Davidovich of JFK
47. Care for
48. Measurement on a speedometer (abbreviation)
49. Double curve
50. Louse egg
51. Rode down a snow-covered hill
52. A receptacle for preventing loss
53. Easily understood*
54. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
55. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
56. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
57. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
58. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
59. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
60. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
61. Rational
62. Al-____ (group for family members of alcoholics)
63. The ____ of the party
64. Not right
65. Fish eggs

**Down**
1. Glass containers
2. Help a criminal
3. Wife of a knight
4. Words following lists
5. Distribute*
6. Love ____ Leave Me
7. Fashion designer ____ Taylor
8. Equip with guns again
9. Sub sandwich
10. Dry*
11. What nits become
12. Plant fiber
13. Lessen*
14. Opposite of WSW on a weather vane
15. Danger*
16. Chart again
17. Cat _____ Hot Tin Roof
18. Susan on All My Children
19. Outstanding*
20. Spinning business card holder
21. Male offspring
22. Baby’s nurse in India
23. Jackson 5 hit
24. To disturb or excite*
25. Relating to algae
26. Care for
27. What to take before eating a Mexican dinner
28. Object unnecessarily*
29. Type of flower: Forget-Me-____
30. Opposite of loses
31. Sacred song*
32. Famous fable writer
33. Extreme anger*
34. Actress Moore of GI Jane
35. Pre-Euro Italian coins
36. Tropical plant
37. In disagreement (2 words)
38. The ____ of Innocence
39. Take away*
40. Proclamation*
41. Many a top floor
42. USA Space Dept. (abbreviation)
43. Jung’s soul
44. Dessert company: ____ Lee
45. In a casino: _____ machine
46. Actress Davidovich of JFK
47. Care for
48. Measurement on a speedometer (abbreviation)
49. Double curve
50. Louse egg
51. Rode down a snow-covered hill
52. A receptacle for preventing loss
53. Easily understood*
54. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
55. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
56. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
57. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
58. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
59. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
60. Acct. Option for retirees (abbreviation)
61. Rational
62. Al-____ (group for family members of alcoholics)
63. The ____ of the party
64. Not right
65. Fish eggs